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Abstract

Defining a recessionary event as one which impacts adversely on individuals’ economic

well-being, the paper argues that recession is a multi-faceted phenomenon whose

meaning differs from person to person as it impacts on their decision-making in real

time. It argues that recession is best represented through the calculation of the

nowcast of recession event probabilities. A variety of such probabilities are produced
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various recessionary events through 1986q1-2008q4 and on prospects beyond the end
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1 Introduction

In December 2008, the Wall Street Journal carried the front-page news that “the

US entered recession in December 2007” based on the NBER’s announcement that

the previous peak of activity had been in the fourth quarter of 2007. The fact that

this was the lead article in a journal with a daily circulation of more than 2 million

readers shows that there is considerable interest in the business cycle and the timing of

business cycle events. There has also accumulated a voluminous academic literature

concerned with the same issues (see, for example, van Dijk et al.’s (2005) special issue

of Journal of Applied Econometrics for an overview).

Despite this interest, it is difficult to find a straightforward explanation for why

business cycle pronouncements of this sort generate such interest. For example, the

definition of recession used by the NBER for the US is only vaguely expressed (as

a ”significant decline in activity spread across the economy lasting more than a few

months”) and the process by which its Business Cycle Dating Committee forms its

subjective qualitative judgements are obscure. The news that recession started twelve

months earlier also seems a little out-of-date. It is not entirely clear, then, what the

Wall Street Journal’s readership thought it was reading about or why it cared.

Many academic commentators have sought to clarify matters by suggesting al-

gorithms that each define recession explicitly in terms of specified economic events

and which are judged according to the extent to which their assessments of the cy-

cle match that of the NBER. Harding and Pagan (2006) and Leamer (2008) provide

good examples of this approach based on data-analytic methods while Chauvet and

Hamilton (2005) provide a good illustration of the approach based on econometric

modelling methods. The implication of this work is that, despite what the NBER

says, there is a single definition of recession and a fixed rule that the NBER could
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employ to capture this definition in making their judgements. It is this single rule

that this part of the academic literature has attempted to reveal.

A second strand to the literature on business cycle dating has focused on the

extent to which the dating is vulnerable to data revisions. As illustrated above,

NBER statements on business cycle dates are typically made with a considerably

delay specifically to avoid making announcements that turn out to be misjudged

subsequently simply because of inaccuracies in the available data. But the recent

literature has noted that, if business cycle information is to be used in real-time

decision-making rather than as an after-the-event characterisation of historical events,

then the delays in publication of the information are extremely unhelpful (see Aruoba

et al, 2008, or Chauvet and Piger, 2002). It is argued that more straightforward

algorithms for business cycle dating are useful, then, because they allow a more

timely statement on business cycle conditions for real-time decision-making.

This paper agrees that the primary purpose of studying the timing of recession

is for real-time decision-making and it describes modelling methods for the study of

recession in real time, based on event probability forecasting, that fit squarely into a

decision-theoretic context. However, it starts from the viewpoint that there are many

definitions of recession, each used by different agents in making their decisions during

hard times. The range of events associated with recession, and the corresponding

large number of algorithms suggested in the literature, is a reflection of this variety

of viewpoints. Seen from this perspective, the NBER’s pronouncements represent

a summary statement providing an overview of the broad tendencies across the dif-

ferent definitions and the Dating Committee’s reluctance to provide straight-forward

algorithmic definition of recession is understandable. We suggest that, rather than at-

tempting to find a single narrow definition of recession, a more productive approach

is to provide a broad picture of recession using a variety of alternative definitions.
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Characterising these through probabilistic statements on the likelihood that various

recessionary events occur provides a straightforward means of describing the different

dimensions of recession. The use of probability forecasts also offers a simple way

of summarising the tendencies across different definitions if a single statement on

recession, like that of the NBER, is thought to be useful.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 elaborates on the link

between decision-making in real-time and the definition of recession. Formalising the

link through a discussion of loss functions and the density forecasts that describe the

range of possible macroeconomic outcomes and their likelihoods, the section discusses

the use of event probability forecasting in characterising recession events and briefly

comments on how these can be obtained for use in real-time decision-making. Section

3 applies the methods to a real-time dataset for the US using a VAR model that ac-

commodates information on variables as they are first-released, on their subsequent

revision and on their expected future value (as observed directly from surveys and

other sources). Probability forecasts are produced for a variety of alternative reces-

sionary events over the period 1986q1-2008q4 based only on data that was available

at the time to provide a sophisticated picture of recession as experienced in real-time.

These capture both the broad characteristics of the macroeconomy and the uncer-

tainties associated with the definition of recessionary events and their likelihood of

occurring. A more detailed analysis is also provided of the prospects for 2009, viewed

from the perspective of an individual making decisions in the turbulent circumstances

of 2008q4. Section 4 concludes.

2 Recession as a Decision-Based Phenomenon

The characteristics of a recession, considering the popular usage of the term, are well-

understood. A recession is a period associated with reduced activity and economic
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hardship for a substantial number of people. Many firms’ order books dry up as di-

verse types of consumption fall, investment opportunities are generally reduced and

some workers lose their jobs. Large numbers of households’ incomes fall as unemploy-

ment rises and/or real wages moderate and/or wealth is eroded. Firms in different

sectors and different households feel the effects of the recession more or less strongly

and at different times. But a defining feature of recession is that the reduced activity

impacts on virtually everybody’s decision-making in some way for a protracted pe-

riod. The recurrent nature of these phases of recession is what most people think of

when they describe a business cycle.

This non-specific popularist view of what constitutes a recession has been trans-

lated into the study of various economic magnitudes in the academic literature, usually

involving output. The most regularly-used definition of recession is two consecutive

quarters of negative output growth, basing the recessionary event on a zero output

growth threshold therefore. Leamer (2008) shows that the NBER-identified periods

of recession have typically been observed when growth in industrial production mea-

sured over a six-month period falls below -3% and when growth in payroll employment

measured over a six-month period falls below -0.5%. This illustrates, then, that the

variable of interest does not have to be GDP, that the timing of the event does not

have to be two consecutive quarters and that the threshold for identifying recession

does not need to be zero. But the growth threshold is nevertheless at the heart of

the event. Turning point cycles, of the type described in Harding and Pagan (2002),

also rely on a (zero) output growth threshold. Here, a peak is dated when quarterly

output growth is greater than zero and then less than zero in consecutive periods

(and a trough is similarly defined). Attention is paid here to the second derivative

of the output series too but it is the growth threshold which plays the primary role
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with recession usually defined as the period from peak to trough.1

Recessionary events based on growth thresholds focus attention on the deteriora-

tion of opportunities faced by individuals as the level of activity falls from its previous

peak over a protracted period. Previous decisions based on an assumption of con-

tinued positive growth will have to be revised and there will be a direct impact on

individuals’ utility to the extent that loss functions accommodate ‘ratchet effects’ to

reflect individuals’ positions relative to recent experience. They are less relevant to

individuals whose loss function is based on absolute income levels though. A period

of recession defined as peak to trough ends as output begins to rise. This is good news

for those who take pleasure from the improving opportunities that this implies but

it is little consolation for those who care that their output is lower than the previous

peak. For the latter group, Beaudry and Koop’s (1993) measure of the ”current depth

of recession” is a more relevant magnitude, defined by the level of output relative to

the previous peak and identifying recession as those periods when the variable falls

below zero.

These examples of recessionary events suggested in the literature emphasise the

fact that individuals’ experience of recession is dependent on their individual objec-

tives and subjective preferences. These are not usually made explicit by agents so the

definition of recession is ambiguous by its nature. One counter-example to this point is

provided in the recent literature describing Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium

1The Markov-Switching approach to business cycle analysis introduced by Hamilton (1989), also

focuses on growth, allowing for two distinct growth states in an underlying econometric model of

output. Recession is identified with the case where the estimated probability of being in the low

growth state exceeds a critical threshold (possibly subject to some smoothing criteria to avoid abrupt

changes in status; see Chauvet and Hamilton, 2005, for recent discussion). This is a clearly defined

event, though, obviously, it is model-dependent in the sense that it can only be defined with reference

to the estimated econometric model.
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models of the macroeconomy; see Woodford (2003) for a detailed textbook exposition

of the approach. Here, a model of the macroeconomy is derived with explicit micro-

foundations fully describing individual household and firm decision-making in the face

of imperfectly-competitive labour and product markets and in the presence of nominal

rigidities. In this context, Woodford (2001) derives an explicit welfare-theoretic loss

function depending on inflation and the deviation of output from a ‘natural’ output

level, defined as the output level that would be obtained if there were perfectly-flexible

prices. This loss function reflects the deadweight loss experienced by a representative

household as the average level of output across goods deviates from its efficient level

(the gap term) and as the output of each individual good deviates from the average

level (a term proportional to inflation). Inflation is, in turn, influenced by the gap

and by expected future values of the gap through a New Keynesian Phillips curve so

that this gap measure is at the heart of decision-making, being the key determinant

in the explicitly-derived loss function. While there might be difficulties in measuring

the natural level of output, particularly in real time (cf. Orphanides et al., 2000), it is

clear that the only concept relevant to defining recession in this modelling framework

is a negative gap measure.

2.1 Loss Functions and Event Probabilities

The discussion above shows that, while there are obviously common themes running

through the recessionary events considered in the literature, the variety and range of

events considered reflect the idea at the heart of the popularist view that recession

impacts on different firms and different households in different ways and there is no

single event that adequately reflects a recession. Rather, all of these events reflect

the various aspects of recession that are important to someone agents at some times.

This idea can be formalised a little in a standard decision-theoretic framework in
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which the loss function λi( zT , zT+1,...zT+H) characterises the costs and benefits to

individual i of the outcome of an event depending on the m-variable vector zt = {z1t,

z2t,..., zmt} dated at T and over a forecast horizon T + 1, ..., T + H. In order to

explain how the analysis of recessionary events can be related to real-time decision-

making, in much of what follows, we assume that this vector contains three measures

relating to output, although the discussion could be readily extended to consider

many other economic variables. The three measures focus on the first release of

output data, revisions in the data, and direct measures of expectations that are

available (including survey-based expectations data or market-based financial data,

say). This is important in real-time analysis if we are to properly take into account

the information that was available to agents at the time decisions are made (including

direct measures of expectations) and if we are to take into account the fact that data

revisions have a systematic content that agents recognise when making their decisions

(which are typically concerned with post-revision magnitudes). Denoting the (log)

of output at time t by yt, the three measures that we consider are: tyt−1 which

denotes the measure of output at time t − 1 as published in the official first-release

publication at time t (assuming a one period publication delay); ty
e
t which denotes a

direct measure of the nowcast of output at time t as published in a survey, say, at

time t (prior to the official estimate); and tyt−2 which, assuming that data is revised

just once, provides the post-revision measure of output at time t− 2 as published in

time t. For the purpose of exposition, then, take zt = {tyt−1, tyet, tyt−2}.

The density function fT (z1, z2,..., zT , zT+1,..., zT+H ; θ) describes the probability

of obtaining specified values of the observed and forecasted data in zt over the estima-

tion and forecast horizons, t = 1, ..., T and t = T +1, ..., T +H respectively based on

a given model indexed by the k × 1 vector of parameters θ. This probability density

function (pdf) can be decomposed into the product of the conditional distributions
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of the successive observations on zt, to write

fT (z1, z2, ..., zT , zT+1, ..., zT+H ; θ) = fT (zT+1, ..., zT+H | z1, z2, ..., zT ; z0,θ)

= fT (zT+1, ..., zT+H | ΩT ; z0,θ) (2.1)

for initial values z0 and denoting the information available at time T by ΩT =

{z1, z2, ..., zT}.

A general event relating to the variables in zt at T+1 and over the forecast horizon

can be defined by R: { φl(zT+1, ..., zT+H) < al for l = 1, 2, .., L }, or, equivalently, A:

{ φ(zT+1, ..., zT+H) < a } where φ(.) = (φ1(.), φ2(.), ..φl(.))0 and a = (a1,...,al)0 are

l × 1 vectors. The event R is defined by the simultaneous occurrence of l (possibly

interdependent) individual events. In the context of real-time analysis, it is the post-

revision data that is usually of interest in decision-making and, in this case, events of

interest at time T might include

A : { ( T+1yT − TyT−1 < 0) ∩ ( TyT−1 − T−1yT−2 < 0) };

i.e. a nowcast of two consecutive periods of negative growth observed in T ;

B : { T+1yT < max( TyT−1, T−1yT−2, T−2yT−3,...) };

i.e. period T output lies below its previous peak level;

C : { T+1yT < T+1eyT , where T+1eyT = 1

5
( T−1yT−2 + TyT−1 + T+1yT + T+2 yT+1 + T+3yT+2) };

i.e. output lies below trend, defined as the centred five period moving-average of output;

and so on. Noting that

event B = { ( T+1yT > TyT−1) ∪ ( T+1yT > T−1yT−2) ∪ ( T+1yT > T−2yT−3) ∪ ... }

where the overstrike represents the complement of an event, these examples show

that events can involve complicated non-linear functions of variables and can involve

variables dated at a variety of different forecast horizons.
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The probability forecast associated with event R: is given by

π (a, H, φ(.), θ) = Pr [φ(zT+1, ..., zT+H) < a | ΩT ; θ]

=
Z
R
fT (zT+1, ..., zT+H | ΩT ; z0,θ) dzT+1 dzT+2...dzT+H

assuming that the model parameters θ are known. The expected loss associated with

the event for an individual with loss function λi(zT , zT+1,...zT+H) is given by

Li (a,H,φ(.),θ) =
Z
R
λi(zT , zT+1, ..zT+H)fT (zT+1, .., zT+H | ΩT ; z0,θ) dzT+1dzT+2..dzT+H .

While the event of interest here is defined with respect to a common set of variables

zT+1, ..., zT+H , typically including current and forecast outputs, the loss function and

therefore the expected loss can be quite different from individual to individual. An

event might be defined as being significantly damaging for an individual if, for some

threshold di, the expected loss when this event occurs is substantially worse than the

typical outcome, so that

Li (a, H, φ(.), θ)

Li (∞, H, φ(.), θ)
> di, say. (2.2)

The discussion above suggests that, where the variables in zT are associated with

economic activity, (2.2) might reasonably define a “recessionary event” for individual

i. Hence, events A, B, C or any number of other events involving output might

constitute a recessionary event for someone depending on their decision-making cir-

cumstances.

2.2 Characterising Recession

Focusing on recession as a decision-based phenomenon in this way has a number of

implications for the way that recession should be characterised and reported. Most

obviously, the discussion suggests that it is generally unhelpful, if not misleading,
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to suggest that recession can be defined with respect to a single fixed rule. Rather,

a description of recession should attempt to describe the widest possible range of

recessionary events as any one of these could be of interest to someone. Further, the

most useful way of presenting information on the variables of interest is in the form

of the density forecasts described in (2.1) above since this is the form in which agents

can make use of the information in their own individual decision-making.

Of course, in practice, there is a limit to the detail with which the density forecasts

can be published. But the emphasis of NBER on the simple dichotomous statement

that there is or is not a recession at any point cannot satisfy the public’s need for

business cycle dating for use in their decision-making and could even undermine

the credibility of academic macroeconomists and policy-makers.2 The production of

probability forecasts for a small number of frequently-cited events is certainly possible

and can convey some of the required detail. Moreover, the analysis has made it clear

that the definition of recession can be quite independent of the data generating process

underlying the measures of economic activity. For example, a simple model of the

important macroeconomic aggregates can be readily estimated and used to generate

density forecasts of output and other activity-related variables no matter how complex

or ambiguously-defined the recessionary events of interest become. This means that

it is very straightforward to generate probability forecasts and the associated event

probabilities in real time.

2A similar point can be made with respect to the publication of sample point forecasts of macro-

economic outcomes by modellers. When these are presented in isolation, they can undermine the

reputation of modelling because they never exactly equal to the actual outcome. The production of

associated confidence bands does not usually improve the situation since these are typically so wide

as to render the forecasts apparently useless. The production of probability forecasts describing the

likelihood of events of interest is a way of publishing macroeconomic forecasts which is both honest

in conveying the detail of the forecast and persuasive in offering the information in a usuable form.
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This point is worth elaborating. Macroeconomic modelling can, of course, be based

on models with a large number of variables or few variables and can incorporate

more or less structural content. Simple Vector Autoregressive (VAR) models are

widely used because of their simplicity and their ability to capture the complicated

macroeconomic dynamics present in the data. They are also able to accommodate

a wide variety of structural models as special cases, allowing the underlying theory

to be tested; see the discussion in Garratt et al.’s (2006) text. In the case where

we interested in modelling real-time datasets, the VAR framework also allows direct

measures of future expectations and data on revisions to be included in the model

in a straightforward way. So, for example, concentrating once more on output data

only, with zt = (tyt−1, ty
e
t ,t yt−2)

0, and using the data vintages released upto T , it is

straightforward to estimate the reduced form VAR(1):

zt = C zt−1 + ut, for t = 1, ..., T (2.3)

with estimated parameters bC and estimated covariance matrix bΣ, say.3 Having mod-
elled this data generating process, the methods for the calculation of probability fore-

casts and pdf’s are relatively straightforward to implement using simulation methods.4

For example, abstracting from parameter uncertainty, one can use the estimated para-

meters of (2.3) to generate R replications of the future vintages of data, denoted bz(r)T+h

for h = 0, 1, ...,H and r = 1, ..., R. These simulations give directly the forecast pdf’s

of the first-release, expected and post—revision output series over the relevant forecast

horizon. Simply counting the number of times an event occurs in these simulations

3See Lee et al. (2009) for a detailed discussion of the relationship between this reduced form

model and a structural model incorporating economically-meaningful shocks to the first-release,

expectations and post-revision series.
4The methods, including those that accommodate model uncertainty and parameter uncertainty

as well as the stochastic uncertainty considered here, are described in detail in Garratt et al. (2003).
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also provides a forecast of the probability that the event will occur; for example,

the fraction of the simulations in which { ( dT+1yT (r)− dTyT−1
(r) < 0)∩ ( dTyT−1

(r)−
dT−1yT−2

(r) < 0) } provides an estimate of the forecast probability of event A. The

definition of the event of interest and characterisation of recession is entirely separate

from the model used to characterise the data generating process and the modelling

approach can be judged according to standard diagnostic testing of the model, inde-

pendently from what the model implies for the events of interest or others’ definitions

of recession.5

Finally here, it is worth noting that, if publishing a single simple indicator of

recession is the only option available, the use of density forecasts also offers a means

of aggregating opinion in a way that is arguably closer to the way in which the

NBER functions than can be captured by any single fixed rule. This is because the

NBER announcements are the outcome of discussion among the economists of the

Business Cycle Dating Committee all of whom might have slightly different views

of what constitutes a recession. The committee announces that the economy is in

recession if a consensus is formed among the members. It is possible to think of the

process of forming a consensus as a complicated but nevertheless identifiable event

the likelihood of which is readily obtained from the underlying macroeconomic model.

For example, we might define a consensus as an occasion when the majority of the

committee members believe there is a recession (even though they each use a different

recessionary event on which to base their individual views). If there are two members

each defining recession with regard to events A, B and C above, then the NBER will

announce a recession if at least two of the three events is expected to occur. The

forecast of the probability of this joint event will provide a good description of the

5This is not the case in the Markov switching models noted earlier where it is assumed the

recession event of interest to individuals itself influences the data generating process.
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likelihood of the underlying events and of the range of recessionary events considered

relevant by the Committee’s membership.6

3 Characterising US Recessions in Real-Time

In this section, we apply the methods described above to provide a picture of US

recessions since the mid-1980’s as they would have been experienced in real time. Our

intention is to describe the various dimensions of recession by looking at a number

of events that might be of interest to different individuals. To emphasise the idea

that the recessionary events will be important in real-time decision-making, the focus

of the discussion is on estimated nowcasts of the probabilities that the recessionary

events occurred in each quarter based only on information that was available at the

time. The analysis is particularly pertinent at the time of writing at the end of

2008 given the turmoil in the world’s financial markets and the widespread anxieties

about recession in the US economy.7 We also provide a more detailed description of

recessionary event probabilities for the current period therefore.

The real time dataset we use is obtained from the Federal Reserve Bank of

Philadelphia at www.phil.frb.org/econ/forecast/ and consists of 161 quarterly vin-

tages of data; the first was released in 1965q1 and the final vintage is dated 2008q4.

6If a simple dichotomous indicator is required, this could be obtained by defining recession when

this probability is greater than some threshold (0.5, say) or using some other threshold or sequence

of probabilities to introduce smoothness. The discussion above should make it clear that this sort

of summary statistic loses considerable information, however, and is not our preferred approach.
7The first version of the paper was written at the end of 2008 and presented at the Reserve

Bank of New Zealand’s Conference on Nowcasting and Model Uncertainty in December 2008. While

subsequent revisions to the paper have been made during the journal review process, the bulk of the

empirical work remains as it was undertaken in 2008q4 and the associated commentary is also dated

at that time.
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For US aggregate output, data on real GDP in quarter t is released for the first time

at the end of the first month of quarter t + 1. This figure is reported in the Federal

Reserve Bank of Philadelphia’s real time data set as the mid-point of the (t + 1)th

quarter and it is denoted by t+1yt, where yt is the logarithm of real GDP. In contrast

to the illustrative model of the previous section, the empirical model accommodates

the possibility of up to four revisions in the output data. Revisions that take place

in output measures in the months up to the mid-point of the (t + 2)th quarter are

given by t+2yt. Likewise, t+3yt incorporates any revisions that are then made up to

the mid-point of the (t+ 3)th quarter, and so on.

In order to capture US macro-dynamics as accurately as possible, our empirical

analysis considers interest rates, money and price measures in addition to output data.

In this analysis, pt−1 refers to the average value of the (logarithm of) the consumer

price index (CPI) over the three months of quarter t− 1. The observation for prices

in the third month of quarter t− 1 is not released until the end of the first month of

quarter t and so, matching the timing of the release of the output data, we take each

quarter’s price observation to be released at the mid-point of the succeeding quarter,

denoted tpt−1. The timing of the release of data on the M1 measure of the money

supply is exactly the same and so tmt−1 also refers to the average of the data relating

to the three months of quarter t − 1 released for the first time at the mid-point of

quarter t. Our measure of the quarterly interest rate, trt, is the Federal Funds rate

as observed at the beginning of January, April, July, and October, i.e. the interest

rate holding on the first day of the relevant quarter.

To investigate the informational content of ‘forward-looking’ variables, we make

use of the interest rate spreads (to reflect market expectations of future rates) and

experts’ forecasts on output and prices as provided in the Federal Reserve Bank of

Philadelphia’s Survey of Professional Forecasters (SPF). The spread is denoted tspt
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and is defined as the difference between the three-month Treasury Bill Secondary

Market Rate and the market yield on US Treasury securities. Forecasts taken from

the SPF are made around the mid-point of quarter t. The nowcasts relating to quarter

t’s output and price level are denoted by ty
f
t and tp

f
t , and the forecasts of quarter

t+ s’s output and price level, s > 0, are denoted by ty
f
t+s and tp

f
t+s, respectively.

Our empirical model specification for producing forecasts is a simple VAR com-

parable to (2.3), using

zt = ( trt, (tyt−1 −t−1 yt−2), (tpt−1 −t pt−2), (tmt−1 −t mt−2),

(tp
f
t −t pt−1), (ty

f
t −t yt−1), (tp

f
t+1 −t p

f
t ), (ty

f
t+1 −t y

f
t ),

(ty
f
t+2 −t y

f
t+1), (ty

f
t+3 −t y

f
t+2), (ty

f
t+4 −t y

f
t+3), tspt

(tyt−2 −t−1 yt−2), (tyt−3 −t−1 yt−3), )0,

for t = 1, ..., T , although the model used in the empirical work was of order two rather

than one as in (2.3). The model therefore explains, simultaneously, the growth in first-

release output data, the nowcast and expected one-period-ahead output growth, and

two revisions in output data. In addition, it incorporates first-release data on interest

rates, inflation and money growth plus nowcasts and expected one-, two-, three- and

four-period ahead inflation and expected future interest rates.

Details of the estimated model are provided in Lee et al. (2009), including a

thorough analysis of the statistical importance of the revision data and of the forward-

looking variables included in this, our preferred, specification. Among other findings,

this analysis shows that there is systematic content in output revisions for up to two

quarters, so that t+3yt represents the ‘final’, post-revision measure of output at time

t. Probabilistic statements on the likelihood of events of interest that might occur

today typically revolve around forecasts of the revised output measures that will be

released in three periods time therefore. Along with the other variables in the model,
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previous revisions data and expectations of future output movements are shown to

have considerable power to explain and forecast the post-revision output series. To

use the model in a real-time analysis, it was estimated first using data for the period

t = 1969q1,..., 1986q1 and this was used to produce nowcasts and forecasts relating

to events in 1986q1. The model was then reestimated using data for the period

t = 1969q1,..., 1986q2 and the nowcasts and forecasts for 1986q2 produced, and so

on. The event probabilities only make use of data and models that were available at

the time therefore.

3.1 US Recessionary Event Probabilities, 1986q1-2008q4

3.1.1 Recession defined using growth thresholds

Figure 1a provides the nowcast probabilities of two periods of consecutive nega-

tive output growth having occurred in T . Bearing in mind that output data is

released with a one quarter lag and is then subject to systematic revision for a fur-

ther two periods, the empirical counter-part to event A described above is actually

pr {[( dT+3yT − dT+2yT−1) < 0] ∩ [( dT+2yT−1 − dT+1yT−2) < 0]} based on data available at

time T . The figure plots these probabilities over the period 1986q1 to 2008q4 based

on the relevant recursively estimated version of our VAR model. The figure also plots

(using shading) where we now know that two periods of consecutive negative growth

actually occurred based on final, post-revision data. This event occurs just twice in

the period for which we have final post-revision data, namely 1991q1 and 2001q4, and

these dates coincide with the only two occasions on which the nowcast probability of

the event is greater then 50%. However, the figure shows that there were a number

of other periods in which there was reasonable possibility (>20%) of the event occur-

ring and decision-making would have sensibly taken these probability forecasts into
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account.

Figure 1a includes a shaded area covering the interval 2008q2-2008q4 indicating

that, at the time of writing at the end of 2008, the final post-revision data for this

period is not yet available. However, on the basis of the available data, the nowcast

probability of the event occurring in 2008q4 is 78% so it seems very likely that, by

this definition, the US is in recession. Figure 1b elaborates on the current position by

plotting the forecast probability of two consecutive periods of negative growth over

the coming two years based on the data available at 2008q4. This indicates that,

by this definition at least, the recession will be reasonably short-lived. The recession

probability remains high in 2009q1 but falls quite rapidly thereafter to around 10%

for the remainder of 2009. Of course, this analysis is based on the properties of the

underlying estimated model and if the current position is unprecedented and renders

past experience uninformative on the future, as some commentators believe, then

these probability forecasts are unreliable.8 But the model’s diagnostics suggest that

the model performs well in capturing the US macroeconomic dynamics over the last

forty years and it incorporates expert opinion and market information on what is

likely to happen to output, prices and interest rates. Based on the data available at

the end of 2008, the model suggests that recession defined in this way is unlikely to last

beyond the end of 2009 and this is potentially useful information for those for whom

the experience of two periods of negative growth would impact on decision-making.

Figure 2a illustrates the likelihood of another recession event based on growth

thresholds but elaborated to match with turning point analysis. Here we note, fol-

lowing Harding and Pagan (2005), that a peak in output at time T is nowcast to

8It is relatively straightforward to extend the analysis presented here to accommodate model

uncertainty which would allow for an alternative data generating process to be considered too. But

this could not accommodate suggested models with no precedent at all.
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occur when

( dT+3yT − dT+2yT−1) > 0; ( dT+3yT − dT+2yT−1)− ( dT+2yT−1 − dT+1yT−2) > 0

( dT+4yT+1 − dT+3yT ) < 0; ( dT+5yT+2 − dT+4yT+1)− ( dT+4yT+1 − dT+3yT ) < 0

and a corresponding definition holds for a trough. A period of recession can be defined

as the interval starting one period after a peak and ending in the period of a trough;

i.e. there is recession in period T if there is a peak at time T −s, for some s = 1, 2, ...,

and no trough has occurred subsequently. This definition of a recession is based on

a complicated function of output outcomes over various periods but the likelihood of

it happening can be readily computed using the simulation methods described above

and the recursively estimated nowcast probabilities are shown in Figure 2a. The years

1991 and 2001 are reasonably unambiguously identified as periods of recession by this

definition, reflected by real-time probabilities in excess of 60%, although the very

high nowcast probabilities of the former recession pre-dated the actual occurrence (as

identified by application of the algorithm to the post-revision data) by one or two

quarters. There are also reasonably high probabilities (in excess of 20%) for much of

the sample indicating that a concern over this aspect of recession would impact on

decision-making in nearly all periods (not just the eight quarters ultimately identified

by the dating algorithm applied to the final series). Of course, in 2008q4, it is not

possible to determine whether recession has actually occurred beyond 2007q2, given

the 3-quarter delay in observing post-revision data and the need for observations on

output levels two periods into the future to implement the dating algorithm. But the

nowcast probabilities for 2008q3 and 2008q4 in Figure 2a and the forecasts for 2009

in Figure 2b indicate that recession is extremely likely at the end of 2008 but fall off

quite quickly through 2009, matching the pattern shown in Figure 1.
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3.1.2 Recession defined using output levels

As noted earlier, a definition of recession likely to be of more interest to those con-

cerned with absolute levels of income might be one based on whether the output level

is lower than its previous peak. A third definition of recession in time T consid-

ered in this empirical exercise, corresponding to event B discussed above, is where

{ dT+3yT < max( dT+2yT−1, dT+1yT−2, TyT−3,...) } therefore. Figure 3(a) plots these

probabilities, calculated in real-time, showing that, taking the period as a whole, this

recessionary event generally is considered much more likely to occur than either of

the events described above. The highest probabilities (in excess of 80%) broadly co-

incide with the periods of high probability in Figures 1a and 2a, but reasonably-sized

probabilities (in excess of 20%) are found over a substantial part of the sample. This

means that, for those who care about absolute income levels, the possibility of this

type of recession will impact on decision-making for much of the time. This obser-

vation carries over to the plots of Figure 3b too which conveys a more pessimistic

view on the likelihood of recession over the coming year. The nowcast probability

of recession is virtually one in 2008q4, but the probability remains greater than 50%

throughout 2009 and there is a 20% chance that the economy has not returned to its

previous peak by the end of 2009.

There may be some agents who are concerned with both growth rates and absolute

income levels and a fourth definition of recession in time T might therefore be defined

by the event { NT < 0 } where

NT = −0.65− 158.37( dT+3yT − dT+2yT−1)− 58.86 ( dT+2yT−1 − dT+1yT−2)

+0.03 ICDRT + 1.15 ICDRT−1 + et, (3.4)

and ICDRt is an indicator variable taking the value one when the event { dT+3yT <

max( dT+2yT−1, dT+1yT−2, TyT−3,...) } occurs and zero otherwise. This appears to be a
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relatively arbitrary event at first sight but, as explained in detail in Lee et al. (2009),

it actually represents the outcome of a Probit analysis of the NBER announcements of

recession. While we have been keen in this paper to stress that recession is best seen

as a multifaceted phenomenon, it is interesting to look for an event that corresponds

to the NBER announcements for the purpose of straight comparison and also to try

to establish the uncertainty associated with the NBER announcements if they had

been made in real time. Figure 4a plots the probabilities of { NT < 0 } along with

shadings to show the NBER’s actual judgements. The heavy shading over the period

2008q1-2008q4 once more acknowledges that, at the time of writing, we do not know

what the NBER will say about most of 2008.

The figure shows that the highest nowcast probabilities (in excess of 80%) do

coincide with the subsequent NBER announcements of recession in 1991, 2001 and

the announcement at the start of 2008 is matched with a nowcast probability of

nearly 60%. But the plots show too that the event { NT < 0 } had probabilities

in excess of 20% for times in 1990, 1995 and 2007, showing that the dichotomous

NBER statements abstract (in retrospect) from anxieties that might be important

in decision-making for some individuals. These reasonably high probabilities are also

reflected in Figure 4b which show probabilities in excess of 50% to mid-2009 but

remain above 20% throughout the year.

3.1.3 Recession defined using the output gap

This section concludes with a final set of probability forecasts relating to a recessionary

event defined using the output gap. Figure 5a describes the probability of the event

{ dT+3yT < eyT } where the trend eyT is measured by fitting the Hodrick-Prescott (HP)
filter to the series comprising the final post-revision data on output to T−4 augmented

by the model-based forecasts of dT+hyT+h−3 for h = 1, 2, .... There is widespread use of
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HP (and other) filters in defining gaps and Orphanides and van Norden (2002) showed

that these are typically very vulnerable to real-time analysis. However, Garratt et al.

(2008) showed that the method described above, applying smoothing techniques to

forecast-augmented series, can considerably improve the precision of the estimates of

an output gap at the end-of-sample. This is, of course, extremely important in real-

time decision-making. The HP filter underlying the probabilities shown in Figure

5a is again a complicated function of information known at time T therefore but

one for which probabilistic statements can be calculated readily using our proposed

simulation methods.

The figure itself provides quite a different perspective on recession than that cap-

tured by the previous plots. Particularly high probabilities (in excess of 80%) are

observed around 1991/92 and 2001/02 and most recently, broadly matching the oc-

currence of the recessionary events discussed above. But output was observed to be

below trend for considerable intervals through the sample, and this is reflected by

probabilities in excess of 50% for large part of the sample outside the three intervals

highlighted in the plots above. The periods of recession that were actually observed

come in relatively distinct intervals of two years or so, reflecting the smooth nature of

the underlying trend, and the nowcast probabilities also display this sort of pattern.

But the correspondence between the periods of high probabilities and the actual oc-

currence of recession is not as close as in some of the previous plots, reflecting the fact

that this measure relies on forecasts some way into the future and these, of course,

become increasingly unreliable. Nevertheless, based on the data available at the end

of 2008 and looking to the outlook over the coming year, it is very clear from Figure

5b that negative gaps are likely to continue for some time, with forecast probabilities

in excess of 90% throughout 2009.
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4 Concluding Comments

The figures of the previous section describe various aspects of recession. They build a

sophisticated picture of the decision-making context faced by individuals in real-time

conveying both the general macroeconomic prospects and the extent to which these

might translate to events of specific interest to different individuals. The general

macroeconomic prospects are reflected by common patterns in the nowcast proba-

bilities with all figures showing high probabilities of the various recessionary events

occurring around 1991, 2001 and at the end of the sample in 2008. This reflects the

general deterioration in macroeconomic activity at these times although the precise

timing of recession even at these times is certainly not the same for all of the events.

Moreover, the probabilities also describe the degree of conviction with which the re-

cessionary events are nowcast to occur, showing that for most events, there remains

a reasonable possibility (probability greater than 20%) of one or more recessionary

events occurring at almost all times. This result emphasises the point that some anx-

iety over recession is, quite rightly, present at all times and this will properly impact

on most decisions.

The results of the paper show that, far from being a straightforward dichotomous

event, recession is a complicated multifaceted phenomenon which will impact on the

decision-making of different individuals in different ways in most time periods. The

use of nowcast probabilities of the various recessionary events provides a useful means

of characterising these various facets and demonstrates both the sophistication neces-

sary to answer the question “when do we know we are in recession?” and the means

of providing an answer.
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Figure 1a: "Nowcast" probabilities of two periods of consecutive negative growth;                
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